Let’s hear inspiring stories from around the world and celebrate. . .

Sponsorship Day

A webinar brought to you by Narcotics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
Select a language

Select **English** or one of the translation channels:

Farsi  Italian  Portuguese  Spanish
“For many of us, our first truly spiritual connection to another human being occurs when we open up and share honestly with our sponsors. The support and love we receive when we walk together on our journey through the Twelve Steps helps to free us from the self-centered fear that lies at the core of our disease. Sponsorship offers us a pathway to change and a bridge to develop other relationships. Addiction robs us of the ability to relate. Recovery restores our connection to ourselves and the world. We now have the freedom to live a life of meaning. From the goodwill that forms the foundation both of the NA symbol and of sponsorship, we are able to grow in our relationships with self, society, service, and God.”
NOW AVAILABLE

FOR DOWNLOAD

Electronic Interim Conference Agenda Report & Conference Approval Track Material (ICC)

Also draft of the Spiritual Principle a Day book

FOR PURCHASE

Paper copy Approval draft of the Spiritual Principle a Day book

$10 plus shipping and handling

To be voted on at the interim, virtual WSC 2022

www.na.org/conference

www.na.org/webstore (item #9146)
Future of the World Service Conference after 2023

- How often does the WSC need to meet in person?
- How can we improve the virtual aspect of the WSC?
- Who needs to attend the face-to-face meetings in the future? Who could attend virtually?
- Who pays for attendance to the WSC?
- What needs to be or benefits from being discussed or decided at an in-person conference, and what can be done virtually?
- How can we use our time together at the WSC more effectively?
- How can we use the time between meetings more effectively?

Survey page
www.na.org/survey

Conference page
www.na.org/conference
Check out the draft resource
Virtual Meetings Best Practices

Topics include:
Keeping a Virtual Meeting Secure and Dealing with Disruption

Check out the draft then answer the survey:
www.na.org/toolbox

Local Service Toolbox Project

We are excited to be working on a local service toolbox—a collection of tools that reflect our Fellowship’s best practices and experiences delivering services locally. We already have some materials, such as PR, Planning, and Hull Basics, but there are so many more we lack, or that we have not revisited or adapted by years. The “Basics” seem to be a good approach for us, because they are perhaps less overwhelming than a large handbook and they are easier to translate and revise. We believe a toolbox of small-scale pieces will have the same advantages.

The current focus of the project is virtual meetings best practices, and creating the NA message effectively and virtually.

Virtual Meetings Best Practices — September 2023

We have revised the virtual meetings best practices tool and created a survey to get your input.

Survey: English

Our hope is to finalize the tool and publish it shortly after the review and survey finishes at the end of November.

Virtual NA Meetings: Connecting to the Service System

It seems to us that this is an issue that many in NA are still figuring out. And unfortunately, much will change in terms of the virtual landscape of NA when shutdown orders are lifted in more places and the pandemic begins to subside. Because of all of these factors, it seems premature to begin relying on resources or service works related to this second project focus. We want to continue discussing how virtual meetings are connecting to NA by hearing what’s happening in your communities. The survey on this topic is now closed and we are reviewing the input. We continue to welcome your thoughts, ideas, and questions at any time.

Thank you to everyone that participated.

Please click here Word | PDF for the March 2023 report containing some background detail about the Toolbox Project’s activities.

We continue to gather resources relevant to virtual NA meetings here—
www.na.org/virtual—which you may find helpful. Resources from webinars focused on the project can also be found on that page.

Due to the high level of interest in this topic, we will be including information about the project in our regular NAWS Update emails. If you are not receiving those please visit www.na.org/subscribe please email toolboxes@na.org. We are locally created and managed.
Text VISION to 801801 to contribute to Narcotics Anonymous World Services

#supportNAWS #InvestInOurVision #CarryTheNAMessage
Product updates

$15
(item #9500)

$5
(item #9603)

Gift Bundle

1 - 2022 Just For Today desk calendar
1 - Sponsorship medallion
1 - Keychain

All 3 for $25
(#9500B)

Medallion and keychain

$10
(#9603B)

www.na.org/webstore
Select a language

Select **English** or one of the translation channels:

Farsi    Italian    Portuguese    Spanish
Ten panelists in today’s meeting

Meeting will be streamed live on YouTube – link at www.na.org/webinar

Attendees will be muted to minimize disruption

Materials from meeting will be posted on www.na.org/virtual
Today’s panelists

Siamak – Iran
Lynne – New York, USA
Ron M – Florida, USA
Ayubu – Rwanda
Veronica – Sweden
Zeynep – Turkey
Kyle – California, USA
Teresa – Brazil
Bruno – California, USA
Bella – Australia